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I decided to write this sad tale mainly for our youngsters, who
certainly know the history of the holocaust from books, newspapers, films and the Remembrance Day, but, not being personally
involved, don’t give it too much thought: water under the bridge!
Just the opposite: the subject matter is very relevant even today,
prejudice and fear of the dissimilar tend to make us inhuman. I
hope that this tale will get them involved personally and that they
will always live with tolerance and humanity.
“First of all they came to get the gypsies, and I was glad, because

they were thieves. Then they came to get the Jews, and I remained
silent, because I didn’t like them. Then they came for the homosexuals, and I was relieved, because they irritated me. Then they
came to get the communists and I didn’t speak up, because I was

not a communist. Then one day they came to get me, and there was
no one left to protest”.

“First of all they came…. was originally a sermon by Pastor Martin Niemöller
about the apathy of German intellectuals at the rise to power of the Nazis and
at the destruction of group after group of unwanted individuals. His words are
well known and frequently cited: an accusation, easy to understand, of the
dangers of political apathy, and how prejudice can get out of hand and can
crush even those who felt secure in their inertia. The text, also cited by Brecht
in one of his poems, is controversial: there are many variations, from the
groups mentioned to the order in which they are mentioned. (Liberally
translated from internet).

Martin Niemöller was one of the so-called “invisibles”, that is one
of Hitler’s 139 excellent or “honor” prisoners in Italy, who, at
daybreak on April 28, 1945 arrived in Villabassa, Alto Adige, in
secret, taken from various concentration camps. It was Himmler’s
plan to use them in peace negotiations with the Allies. “It was a
mixed group of thieves and gentlemen, of generals and braggarts,
of aristocrats and crowned heads, spies, informers and criminals”.
(Mirella Serri, “Gli invisibili”).
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I was five years old when the Second World War broke out. I did
not understand what was happening and I did not know my
family’s history. My parents naturally did not speak about it, for
fear that we, the children, would reveal a truth which, at the time,
was dangerous. Maybe Heini, then twelve years old, knew. After
the end of the war, the problem was no longer relevant, and nothing
more was said.
In high-school, in the early fifties, a school-friend asked me: “Is it
true that your father is half-Jewish?” I was surprised and asked my
mother if this was true. I didn’t know the meaning of the question.
She told me: “Ask your father”. I didn’t need further confirmation,
but, again, nothing more was said.
In 1993, Spielberg’s “Schindler’s List” came out. Although the
name “Glauber” was not part of the well-known list, I distinctly
heard the name Emanuel Glauber in one of the many roll calls. I
was shocked to hear my last name mentioned in those circumstances. I wrote to “DreamWorks”, producers of the film. They
answered me that the name was fictional, used at random. But
clearly Glauber is a Jewish name. Thus I decided to research more
thoroughly my family’s history.
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A page from Schildler’s List, mentioning nationality, date of birth and
profession. Most are Polish Jews, but also German, Hungarian, Russian, and
even an Italian.
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However, in the seventeenth century
we also find catholic Glaubers, as for
instance Johann Rudolf Glauber,
considered to be history’s first alchemist, discoverer of Glauber’s salt. We
know this from a curious episode. J.R.
Glauber (who was born in Germany in
1604 and who died in Holland in
1670) wanted to have his eighth son
baptized, but the priest turned him
down as Johann never went to church.
So Johann asked a protestant pastor:
the priest quickly changed his mind and agreed to the baptism, not
wanting to lose such a prolific parishioner!
This episode is described in an amusing book by Ernst F. Schwenk
about the first chemists, who, unaware of the dangers of the
substances they were working with, occasionally blew themselves
up with their laboratories, or, more often died young, poisoned.
One of the many sons of Johann Rudolf was the Flemish painter
Jan Glauber, known as the Polidoro.
Thus we have Jewish Glaubers and catholic Glaubers. During the
reign of Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile, the Sephardic
Jews, that is the inhabitants of the Spanish peninsula, threatened by
the inquisition after 1492, had the “freedom” to chose to be
expelled from Spain or to convert to Catholicism. Our Sephardic
ancestors chose to maintain their faith, with serious future
consequences, and took refuge in Bohemia. As grownups, my
brothers and I knew of course that we had Jewish relatives who had
lived in Prague, where our grandfather Moritz, a successful banker,
died and was buried in 1910. Thanks to his last will, in which he
mentioned most of his relative, I was able to reconstruct the family
tree. The major beneficiary was his only son Max, our father, born
when Moritz was already sixty-four years old.
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Moritz’s converted gentile wife Gisela,
a successful opera singer in Prague,
moved to Bolzano with her son Max,
when she lost her husband. Her
mother, Elise, was born in the village
of Dobbiaco, not too far away. It is by
sheer chance that Max, born in 1902,
through this move away from Prague,
survived the war, albeit with fears and
anguish for the prejudices against him,
even by his high school friends.
Moritz Glauber

Max, in a letter to the young woman he loved, writes about an
episode which reveals the prejudice against him by his school
mates, and how he suffered from it, ending with the bitter sentence:
“I am a Jew and a Jew doesn’t need to be happy!” He had been
excluded from a party to whom all his school mates had been
invited.
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In 1925, Max, at only twenty-three, founded his radio factory in
Dobbiaco, and in 1926 he married Trude v. Walther from Bolzano.
We lived a golden childhood, which was brusquely interrupted in
1940 by the war.
I shall try to describe wherever possible the events in the lives of
some relatives listed in the family tree that follows. This family
tree does not have Moritz’s descendants, they will be mentioned
later.
Also following is a page from the lists of the Jewish Prague
inhabitants scrupulously compiled by the Germans, indicating first
and last names, addresses and dates of birth. It was therefore easy
to pick them up and take them to concentration camps.
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A page of the lists of the Jewish inhabitants of Prague compiled by the Germans
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Lazarus Glauber, head of the
family, born in 1805, his wife
Annette and their five children,
Joel, David, Moritz, Anna and
Sarah, all died of natural causes
much before the second world
war. But the following two
generations were hit hard.
Lazarus, Max’s grandfather

In the family tree we find the names of Siegfried, his wife Hermine
and sister Pauline; his son Paul with his wife Sarah and their young
daughter Ruthi; Fritz and Susanne with their very young daughters
Eva and Vera; Ottilie, Julius’ wife, her daughter Ida with husband
Gottlieb Justiz; Viktor, his wife Pauline and his sister Emma Frank,
with her daughter Annì: Arthur’s daughter Elsa Hirschl, her
husband Kurt and their two boys: Alfred, thirteen years old, and
Wolfgang, nine…They were all deported and killed in concentration camps. Their dates of death are 1942 or 1944.
Long before deportation, Jewish citizens of Prague were subjected
to all kinds of harassments and deprivations, as witnessed by the
last letters our relatives sent to our grandmother Gisela between
1940 and 1942. They don’t describe dramatic events, those are yet
to come and we know of them not from direct witnesses, but from
history. They write with resignation, rather than with resentment,
of how their lives have changed and still have hopes, rather
delusions, that life will return to normal. After all, Jewish history
is a history of persecutions. Some letters have been censored.
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November 20, 1940, Prague, Viktor, Max’s cousin, writes:

“…such freedom of decision is beyond our imagination (Max had
moved from Dobbiaco to Como), as we are strictly restricted to our
residence. And where would we go, nowadays? we have no desire
to go anywhere.... My sister’s nieces are here in Prague: the oldest
had a job as a secretary, but she has been fired… Ida’s husband is
the only one who still earns a living, because he still has his
business, but we don’t know for how long…We, as most of our
acquaintances, have downsized our home. We live at the same
address, but we have given up two rooms. It is much more convenient and we feel well just the same. War is war and one has to
adapt. We see our loved ones often. This is the only enjoyment left
us. We must not think of the future, because we can’t imagine how
it will be…
…day before yesterday Pauli came to visit me. He lives in the
countryside with his wife and Ruthi, fourteen years old. They
suffer the cold much more than we do here in town. He mentioned
29°C. below zero, and 12°C. below zero in their bedroom. They
have to draw water from a well, as their pipes froze. But they have
more freedom of movement and have less problems with the local
population. Unfortunately he does not know what happened to his
successful store in Plzen. Apparently it was sold advantageously,
but he received no compensation...
….Thanks God we are all well, which gives us hope to survive the
war …”
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It is Annì Frank who informs Gisela, on November 27, 1941, that
Viktor, born in 1876, is not in Prague anymore, having been
deported on October 28, 1941 to the ghetto at Litzmannstadt
(Lodz) – Wartegau, Franzstrasse 29, (transport D, number 316),
with his wife, born in 1883. She adds that the family is very
worried having no news from them. Viktor died in Lodz on June
29, 1942.
Annì, Emma’s daughter, born in 1889, arrived at Terezin on June
30th, 1942, from where she was deported to Riga on August 20,
1942. She was fifty-three years old. She is no. 9236 on the list of
the Prague Jews.
NB: since it is almost never possible to establish the exact date of
death of the Jews and of the other victims who were killed in the
concentration camps, the date of deportation is commonly used as
the date of death.
Paula Glauber Weisshut, Viktor’s and Max’s cousin, went to live in
an old people’s home in Prague, as mentioned in Viktor’s letters.
She arrived in Terezin on July 6, 1942, from where she was
deported to Treblinka on October 19 of the same year, at age
seventy-eight. Treblinka’s concentration camp was one of the
harshest ones.
Pauli, mentioned in Viktor’s letter, from Mnischek near Prague,
writes to our grandmother on December 15, 1941:
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“….since our last visit, there have been such monumental and
painful changes, that it is difficult to put them down on paper. I
have been living here for a year and a half as a retiree, after having
lost my home and business in Plzen. I had hoped, in vain, to be able
to join Moritz Glauber in New York”.
The “Moritz Glauber” Pauli mentions in his letter is a namesake of
our grandfather – and appears to have been Pauli’s cousin – who
had immigrated into the United States a long time ago. He first
lived in Cripple Creek, Colorado, where he owned a clothing store;
then he lived in New York, where he took over the Wormser Hat
Store and where he bought several properties. He was therefore in a
good economic position to sponsor Pauli and his family. To be able
to immigrate into the States, it was necessary to have a sponsor
who would vouch for the immigrant. Unfortunately for Pauli and
his family the New York Moritz died in 1941.

A check signed by Moritz Glauber issued in February 1897.
It shows the facade of his store.

Pauli continues his letter as follows:
“…I give lessons in all subjects to my daughter and my two nieces,

aged ten and twelve, therefore the same age as my Ruthi, because
they don’t have permission to go to school anymore…, Vally, my
sister, was in Holland in 1939 and from there she went to England.
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Her husband died during the crossing of the Channel. I can’t think
of my sister all alone, without help, in a hostile world.…
Unfortunately this letter is not very pleasant, but it is of great help
being able to open my heart to a relative; I have so few now! I
know that you, dear aunt, have great love for our family, therefore
I dare writing to you all this…”
Pauli Glauber, born in 1896, was deported together with his family
first to Terezin on September 12, 1942 and a month later to
Treblinka. His wife Sarah, born in 1902, was a pharmacist and their
daughter Ruthi, born in 1929, was only thirteen years old.
Emma Frank, David’s daughter and Viktor’s sister, after having
received money sent by Gisela, writes from Prague on February 20,
1942.
…I hope this message will reach you, to tell you how grateful we

are for your willingness to help Viktor. You may not realize how
important it is for them, and also for us, to find good persons who
sustain us in this terrible situation and who try to relieve their
suffering and cruel fate, especially since it is impossible for us to do
anything for them… Not much else to tell. We enjoy good health,
which, at this time, is the most important thing.”
Emma, born in 1863, was living with her daughter Annì in Prague.
She arrived in Terezin on July 9, 1942, less than five months after
her last letter and was deported to Treblinka on October 19, 1942
She is number 9242 on the list. She was seventy-nine years old.
Trude, our mother, writes how much Max had wished to offer
shelter to his relatives in Dobbiaco, especially to his cousin Viktor,
towards whom he felt a strong bond of affection, but he could not
risk to shelter them in a small Nazi/fascist village, putting his own
life and that of his family in danger. His origins were well known
and because of them he had to bear hardships and dangers
throughout the war.
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Trude, Max’s wife, had visited his relatives in 1936. She describes
them as follows in her memoirs:
“I shall now describe my husband’s dear Prague relatives. Cousin

Viktor, much older than we are due to a generational “jump”
caused by the marriage late in life of Max’s father, was a perfect
and very knowledgeable guide… We came down the hill to town
on foot, visited a monastery with a beautiful Church; Annì Frank,
Viktor’s cousin, was with us. In town Viktor showed us all the
landmarks worthy to be seen.
… At their home, where I was invited for dinner – I found the
same Biedermaier furniture we have, even the same engraved
chandelier we had bought in Val Gardena. Dinner was the same as
at home: stuffed turnips. Viktor showed me his office: he should
have retired and emigrated to Switzerland a long time ago, but he
did not want to deprive his employees of their livelihood, so he
stayed to the bitter end which was indeed very bitter for him, his
wife and all his relatives. He ended up in Litzmannstadt (Lodz).
Only a niece, who was studying piano in New York, was spared
this destiny….
…After a strenuous day visiting beautiful and interesting
landmarks, Annì’s parents invited me. They too are very intelligent
and cultured people. The food was excellent, but too rich for my
stomach, so I couldn’t partake as I should have. Following a rich
soup, came a roasted goose and a fantastic dessert: a pudding and a
chocolate cake with chocolate-filled “cannoli” on top.
My cousins naturally took me to the theatre in the evening, it was
a special show, half in German and half in Czech. They had
season’s tickets. The next evening we heard a G. Mahler symphony.
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The Prague Jews represented and promoted German culture, yet
they were not spared when the Germans occupied Prague.
The German Theatre, for instant, was restored twice by my fatherin-law Moritz. He was a good friend of the famous theatre director
Angelo Neumann, who introduced Wagner to Italy.
Subsequently we received very sad letters from these relatives: after
the 1939 occupation, they were not allowed to sit in a park, or,
worse, to take part in cultural events, until they were deported to
Litzmannstadt. We received two more cards, one with an address
of where to send money, signed by both Viktor and Paula, the
second signed only by Paula. Viktor had heart problems and died
soon in the concentration camp. Had we already been living in
Italy, we could have saved them from the tragedy, but in Dobbiaco
this would have been impossible. The money we sent from Vienna
did not help save them.”

Prague
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Main concentration camps
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Alfred Kantor

Eva Glauber

Eva and Vera were the daughters of Fritz and Susanne Glauber.
We have a direct testimony of Eva’s fate. In Prague she had known
a young man, Alfred Kantor, born in Prague in 1923, with whom
she fell in love. His destiny is bound to hers until her death. Here is
their story:
Eva, born in Dresden in 1922, was interned in Terezin with her
sister Vera and her parents Fritz and Susanna. While her family
was deported to Riga in August 1942, Eva remained in Terezin,
where she found her friend Freddy Kantor. In the preface of his
book “The book of Alfred Kantor, An Artist’s Journal of The
Holocaust, Freddy describes his life. Here is a summary:
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“I was born in Prague where I spent a happy childhood until 1938,
when restriction for Jews began. On March 15, 1939 the Germans
entered Czechoslovakia. I was studying art, but I had to interrupt
my studies. We could not leave Prague because of my father’s
sickness. He died two weeks before I received the order of
deportation.
On December 1, 1941 I was sent to Terezin with other 1000 men to
work. The local population was replaced by up to 140,000 Jews.
Conditions were desperate because of lack of food and all the other
necessities for a normal life. The old and sick died after a few
weeks. In spite of these difficulties, in Terezin an incredible
cultural life, with music, theatre, art, seminars, etc. flourished.
Life was on two levels: on one level people were dying or being sent
to extermination camps, on the other, life was possible thanks to
culture. Terezin became a ‘model city’ that fooled the Red Cross.
In May of 1942 my mother arrived. She was housed fairly
comfortably and I could visit her regularly. A few weeks later Eva
Glauber arrived. She was a young girl whom I had known in
Prague. I was working in the kitchen and this allowed me to eat
sufficiently. I also received food packages from my sister
Mimi, who had married a gentile. So I could help Eva
and my mother. In the first package there was a lemon,
which I brought to Eva. She appreciated it more than anything
else.
On September 6, 1943, my mother received notice that she would be
deported to a work camp in Poland. Instead she was sent to
Auschwitz. When Eva was also called, I went with her
voluntarily as we had become very good friends.
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The voyage was terrifying: we were stacked ninety to a wagon; any
movement was impossible. After thirty hours we arrived in
Auschwitz and were housed in separate barracks. I saw my mother
about 8-10 times. It was easier to see Eva who was housed in a
barrack nearby. Once, when I was more depressed than usual and
uncertain about our future, I spoke with Eva. Although she knew
that my fears were real, she succeeded in soothing them and lifting
my spirits. It was in her nature to help others in this way. Even in
moments of crisis Eva did not despair. Her strength and generosity
gave hope to those around her.
I was always looking for pencil and paper to draw what I saw. It
was difficult. I had a bit more freedom in the infirmary where Eva
was taken with tuberculosis. I was hiding near her bed and kept
drawing. I was forced to destroy my sketches, but the images were
etched in my memory. With these images I wanted to let the world
know about Auschwitz.
My mother was sent to the gas chamber of May 8, 1944. The war
was by now going badly for the Germans. Word came from
Schwarzheide that the local fuel factory needed repairs. I was
chosen to leave Auschwitz, as I still was in pretty good shape. The
old, weak, sick and children under 16 would be annihilated.
I was immediately worried for Eva, who had been sick for a long
time. She did not pass the medical exam and was declared unfit for
work. I was told that Eva was gassed a few days later. She was
twenty-two years old.”
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After the war, Freddy moved to the United States and got married,
but he never forgot his Eva. At the end he suffered from
Parkinson’s disease and died at the beginning of 2003. I spoke with
his widow on the telephone: she was very hesitant to speak about
Eva, whose constant presence in Freddy’s heart must have
embittered her life. Following are some images from his book,
which he started immediately after his liberation.
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The end of the terror for Freddy and the other surviving prisoners.
The inhabitants of the villages through which they passed, gave them food,
kissed them and threw flowers on the road.

But even in this immense tragedy for all of Europe, not only for our
family, there is also an uplifting episode.
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During the nine months prior to the second world war, England,
sole among all nations, organized an extraordinary operation to
save the Jews. Many British families offered hospitality to 10,000
children at risk, coming from Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia, hoping that they would rejoin their families at the end of the
conflict. Most never saw their parents again.
Nicholas Winton was born in London in 1909 from German Jews,
who moved to London in 1907; they changed their last name
Wertheim to Winton, to facilitate their integration; later they
converted to the Christian faith. Ion 1938 Nicholas, a Stock
Exchange clerk, wanted to go skiing in Switzerland, but a friend
convinced him to come to Prague: “ Come, your help is needed
here”.
After Crystal Night*, many Jewish agencies started to aid German
and Austrian children, but no aid was available for Czech children.
Nicholas stepped in, organizing trains for transport, finding British
families willing to take in the children, finding the fifty pounds required by the British Government for every child admitted, even
forging documents.
In Prague, outside the office which Nicholas had opened with the
help of his mother, there was always a long line of parents (among
whom also the parents of Alice and Emily), who were hoping to
find room for their children on one of the eight trains Nicholas
managed to organize. Thus he succeeded in saving 669 children.
Parents, who succeeded in placing their children on one of the
trains, reassured them that they would follow a couple of weeks
later. But they knew this was not true and the good-byes were heart
breaking. A child, whose father would not let go of her hand, fell
from the train, injuring her face.
*During the night between November 9th and 10th, 1938 in Germany, Austria
and Czechoslovakia, 7500 Jewish stores were destroyed, 191 synagogues
burnt (some put the figure at 1000). The victims of murder, torture, acts of
terror or despair were in the thousands, not counting suicides. About 30,000
Jews were deported to concentration camps at Dachau, Buchenwald and
Sachsenhausen (from internet).
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Alice Justiz with her sister Emily, known as Mimi, were sent to
England on a “Kindertransport” organized by Nicholas, in June
1939. She was eleven, her sister sixteen. They were the daughters
of Ida Glauber, Fritz’s sister. Ida was married to Gottlieb Justiz
and they lived in Prague.

Ida sent this message to daughter Alice through the Red Cross in June 1942.
She assured her that they we all very well!
Ida will die with her husband in 1944.
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Children on the train

Some children were lucky and found a
loving family; others, especially the
older ones, were used more as domestic help rather than as guests. Alice
was lucky, she found a good family.
Her sister, who wanted to become a
nurse, was able to continue her professional training. The two girls returned
to Prague in 1945: they found no
relatives alive. One can only imagine
the shock, sadness and anxiety of
these young girls having to face the
world alone. Luckily Emily could
work as a nurse and raised her
younger sister as her daughter. Alice
married Robert Klimà. She lived in
Prague where she died a few years
ago, survived by children and grandchildren. But the last name Glauber
can Now only be found in the
cemetery.

Vera Glauber, Eva’s thirteen
year old sister, died in Riga. She
was on the last train to England
together with Eva and 250 other
children, but their destiny had
other plans. Hitler invaded
Poland and all the borders had
been closed: the train could lot
leave Prague.

Vera Glauber
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Nicholas Winton e Alice Klimovà in Prague in 2001

Sir Nicholas (Nicky) Winton, on
May 19, 2015, his 106th birthday

With Queen Elizabeth, who rewarded
him with a knighthood

The gift of life which he had given to “his children”, prolonged his
own.
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Nicholas’ heroic deeds came to light only recently through
documents found in the attic in 1988, by his wife Greta. He never
spoke of them. Finally he received recognition and honors due him.
The BBC organized a reunion of “his” children. For almost fifty
years they had no idea who had saved them. Their descendents are
more than 5000 today! In 2008 Nicholas was a candidate for the
Nobel Peace prize.

The documentaries “Into the Arms of Strangers” and “The Power
of Good”, tell this edifying chapter of the war.
Nicholas, the British Schindler, lived in Maidenhead, near London.
On May 19th, 2015, he celebrated his 106th birthday, and died
shortly thereafter, on July first.
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At the beginning of my research I noticed a bouquet of flowers in
the picture of Moritz Glauber’s tomb: who put it there was a
mystery for me, but also a hope to find a living Glauber relative. I
had not been successful so far, since I had found no Glaubers in
Prague. So I asked the director of the New Prague Cemetery to
affix a note with my address: I don’t think he acted upon my
request, but I got the information in other ways: it was Alice, the
tomb of her grandfather Julius is next to Moritz, his uncle.
I came across Alice by chance, during the summer of 2001,
through Lilli Ulbrich, an internet contact. Alice and her
descendants are now part of the Glauber family tree. Her joy, and
mine also, was great, to have found part of her family and thrown
some light on her past, of which she had only a vague idea. She
was so young when she left Prague!
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Alice Klimová remembers this terrible episode in her young life in a
letter dated May 24, 2002:

“I actually managed to get to England instead of my older sister Mimi. She
was a member of a leftist youth organization. A corresponding organization
in England, the Woodcraft Folk, found about 15 families who were willing
to take into their homes children between 10-14 years old. As Mimi was too
old, I was able to go instead of her.
I was rather excited when I learnt that I could go to England. Mother and I
were busy shopping for new clothes. Both my parents kept on telling me how
lucky I was that I could go to England. Only many, many years later did I
realize how brave they were never once showing their anxiety. Therefore it
did not occur to me that I may not be happy there or homesick. I do not think
that anybody who sent their children to England would have even admitted
the thought that they may never see their children again.
Mimi managed to get on the next children’s transport 18 days later. She
went straight to a hospital to train as a nurse. I was lucky to come to a very
nice young family and later stayed with another family and the last 3 war
years I spent in the Czech boarding school in Great Britain.Mimi returned
immediately after the war and found out that absolutely nobody from our
family survived. She tried to prepare me for this possibility before returning
back home. When I returned in August 1945, I don’t think I fully realized
the impact of the whole tragedy. It started to sink in after I had my first
child and when we learned what the holocaust really was”.
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Alice in the Dolomites in 2006
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Another family member who
survived by pure chance is Trude
Glauber, Arthur’s daughter, who
died in 1931 in Dresden. Viktor
was his brother. Arthur’s other
daughter was Elsa, and we know
where she met her fate, with her
husband Kurt Hirschl and their
young sons Alfred and Wolfgang.
Trude was a pianist who had gone
to New York to continued her
music studies. The Boehm family
has inherited her piano, which I
photographed in Connecticut in
2003.

Trude’s House in Dresden
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Trude’s beautiful piano
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Another family which I was able to add to our family tree is that of
Fritz and Susanne Glauber. I had left a message on the website
“Czecking for relatives”. The following answer came promptly:

The message was from Suzie Boehm, whom I met in Connecticut
in 2003. She told me that Fritz had asked Frederick Austerlitz
(name changed to Fred Astaire – yes, that Astaire), to sponsor him
to allow him and his family to immigrate into the States. His reply
was: ”I have no Jewish relatives”, thus refusing his help, which
could have saved Fritz and his family. Fred was the son of an
Austrian Jew, but was afraid of the strong prejudice existing at the
time in the United States.
At Susie’s I met her
Aunt Henni Abeles,
who still remembered
Arthur and his brother
Viktor. In this picture
she is celebrating her
102nd birthday. She was
living in New York.
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Moritz was born in 1838 in Weissensulz, today Bela nad Radbuza
in the Czech Republic, and died in Prague in 1910. He married our
gentile grandmother Gisela late in life. She converted to the Jewish
faith. Their only son, Max, was born in 1902; as a consequence his
cousins Viktor, Julius, Arthur and Emma were much older than he
was.
Moritz met Gisela in the theatre world, which he frequented
assiduously and helped financially. Gisela was a young and
promising singer, with whom Moritz soon fell deeply in love. He
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was open-minded and had a modern outlook on life, unlike his
orthodox siblings.
The Polz von Ruttersheim family was very catholic, therefore
Elise, Gisela’s mother, did not look favorably upon her daughter’s
relationship with a Jewish banker. In addition, Moritz was thirty
years older than she was.

Moritz

Gisela with Max, about 1903.
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Gisela in some of her roles

Moritz was often away from home, even abroad, for business or for
his health. He wrote many affectionate letters to Gisela, advising
her and promoting her career. When his son was born, he was not
present and, a few days after his birth, he sent the following letter
to his wife, because Gisela did not know the correct procedures:
August 11, 1902
“My darling Gisela,
With regards to Bubi, you know I am not an orthodox, but I care about
traditions. Ceremonies are not important. God willing Bubi will be
consecrated at 13. What is important is his education. If it is your wish,
Bubi may be blessed by a rabbi when I return to Prague. During the night, I
remembered a custom that gave us much joy when we were little. When
Friday was turning into the Sabbath, our parents would give us their
blessing, and since it seems to be something dear to your heart, you could
begin next Friday.
This is the blessing: “May God Eternal bless and protect you and may His
Image enlighten you, may He be generous towards you and bestow happiness
upon you. Amen.” While you say these words, keep your hand over the baby’s
head.
Our parents also blessed us every Friday night, and I remember how happy
we were when the sunset came. Like little lambs we would run to our
parents, each of us wanted to be first, but the order of birth was respected
and I was always last. Father used to say the prayer first, and then mother.
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This joy was granted to me until I was six. Then I had to leave home to go to
school and returned home only for vacation.”
Though Moritz was not an orthodox, he wished that his son
maintain the religion of his ancestors, as we can read in his last will
and testament:
“I nominate my underage son Max my universal heir. I beseech with all my
heart my son and those who are responsible for his education, that he remain
faithful to the Jewish religion. In my family there are persons who stood out
thanks to their faithfulness to our religion, culture and piety. And it is my
most ardent desire that my son maintain the faith of his father.”
But times had changed. Max was living in Alto Adige, where antiSemitism was beginning to be felt. In addition, he was deeply in
love with Trude, a Catholic, and wanted to marry her, therefore he
decided, at nineteen, to abandon the Jewish faith and embrace the
Roman Catholic faith.
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Official documents attesting to Max’s change of faith

Max did not suffer physical violence during the war - he would not
have survived, being of delicate health - but rather a constant
psychological violence, having to bear the “disgrace” of being a
Jew, not knowing what the future held in store for him, in constant
fear. Clearly his suffering cannot be compared with that of this
Prague family.
In 1913 his mother Gisela married again, a judge in Monguelfo
(Bolzano region), Franz Forcher-Mayr, who very soon revealed his
true nature: he had no respect for the religion of Gisela’s defunct
husband Moritz, he was unfeeling towards Max and ridiculed his
religion. He called Max “that Jewish boy” and Moritz “that old
Jew”, in a way that deeply hurt Gisela.
An episode saddened the whole family: Egon von Seefranz, one of
Max’s young friends, was invited to dinner. Franz declared: “ If
Egon, that bastard Jew comes, I shall kick him out”. Max
intervened and confronted Franz with these words: “I shall not
allow you to offend my mother. The word “Jew” shall not be used
in this house as a swearword, since my father was a Jew.”
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Gisela asked for divorce soon thereafter, explaining that: “Max
wants that joy reign in this house and that anti-Semitic remarks
shall not be heard anymore. He is very depressed about this and his
young life is embittered by this man who hates the Jews. So he will
not remain in this house to ruin the youthful cheerfulness of the
boys”.
The subtle prejudice suffered by Max during his high-school years
became more overt during his university studies, which Max began
in Munich in 1921, just when Hitler began the first phase of his
climb to power, which culminated in the failed attempt to overthrow the government in November of 1923. These are days of
terror, street fights, beatings and shootings among the various
factions. Max did not participate in these event, but surely he was
worried about his future. He completed his studies of philosophy
and physics, but he was not allowed to graduate.
In 1925 he wrote to Trude:

“If I think that now I too could be
a doctor! I wished it only for us;
for me alone it would not have
mattered a great deal.” Another
big disappointment.

Final Diploma.
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His favorite professor, Kurt Huber, gentile,
anti-Nazi and a conscientious individual, had
tried to help him, in vain. Huber will be
executed by the Nazis for having
participated with some of his courageous
students in the conspiracy “Die Weisse
Rose”, “The White Rose”.

Max marries Trude in 1926, and settles in Dobbiaco, where he had
established his radio factory the year before. During their
engagement, Max very nobly had tried to warn Trude of the
difficulties she probably would have to face, if she joined him, but
this only increased her love for him. Peaceful years follow, though
the family has to endure reprisals from local Fascist party officials.
The world gone crazy will touch them only marginally, until 1940.

Our home in Dobbiaco
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Unda Radio in 1925, year in which the factory was opened.

In the three years prior to 1940, three events changed Max’s life
drastically: the 1938 “Anschluss”, which made Max, an Austrian
citizen, and his family automatically citizens of the Third Reich,
which meant that, being foreigners in Alto Adige – which became
Italian in 1918 - he lost the right to residence and to own property.
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Document stating that Max has German citizenship – dated April 25, 1938
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“Option” was the method chosen in 1939 by Italy and Germany to
reach a settlement regarding the contended Alto Adige region. A
choice was imposed on the German-speaking population to either
become German citizens and move to the Third Reich or remain
Italian citizens, be integrated in Italian culture but losing the status
of linguistic minority. This program ended in 1943 with the
occupation of German military forces of the province of Bolzano.
Max was always in danger when traveling through that region. This
“option” agreement caused practically all employees of Unda
Radio to move to Germany, leaving Max without personnel for his
factory, which, in any case, he was not allowed to keep.
Finally, the racial laws of 1938 decreed that Jewish citizens were
not allowed to own or manage businesses of any kind which
employed more than 100 persons, could not own property,
buildings, employ Aryan domestic help, and so on. Max had no
choice: he was forced to leave Alto Adige: he had to sell his home,
(reacquired, fortunately, after the war), with great heart-break for
the whole family especially Gisela who had built the home in 1913,
Max and Trude who had spent the first years of their marriage there
and of the children who did not know any other homeland. The
family and the business were moved to Como. Most of the young
employees had decided to move to the Reich, victims of the
propaganda and their misplaced enthusiasm, soon became victims
of the war itself, dying on the front where they were sent to fight.

End of Unda Radio in Dobbiaco - 1940
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This document states that Max does not belong to the Jewish race.
It did not help him in any way.
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In Como, the family
had to start a new life:
they had rented a nice
villa in Via Roncate,
but faced several
problems: they did not
know Italian, the
children had to go to
new schools and did
not have any friends.
Max had to start his
activity in a new city.
In addition, there was
the war.

La villa Costamagna

Our elderly grandmother Gisela moved to Como with us. The
hardships for lack of food and coal were weighing heavily mainly
on her and the children, but everyone was in the same boat. The
Nazis had their headquarters in Cernobbio, where they had a
dossier on Max. It just so happened that a fellow from Alto Adige
worked in the offices of this commando. During the nights he
would leaf through his file and when he sensed a danger for him,
he would alert him secretly. The name of this courageous man was
Treibenreif. The Nazis even placed a German spy in our home.
They always needed to be on the alert.
Trude and Max took some precautions: the boys were sent to a
boarding school in the countryside, nobody knew where they were;
Lisa would have been sheltered in a cloister. They themselves had
a hide-awayr in a little village on the lake.
Finally the war ended, but not so the dangers for the family; on the
contrary, the end of the war was a very dangerous time for a family
with a German name, being suspected Nazi sympathizers by the
partisans. Irony of fate: first the family was threatened by the Nazis
for its Jewish origins, and, after their defeat, by the very people
who helped defeat the Nazis and the Fascists.
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An old employee of Unda Radio, Mr. Florio, now deceased, told
the story that a commando of partisans came to arrest Max, but
another employee was able to stop them vouching for him. Max’s
employees were grateful to him because, during the war, he was
able to avoid that a single young man be sent to the front, declaring
each an “essential employee”. Due to Max’s poor health, he would
not have survived an imprisonment, although at the end of the war
the only option was the firing squad. Some German acquaintances
were not so lucky and were put to death by the partisans.
All safe then, but the problems resulting from the war were not
over. A partisan bigwig wanted our beloved home, Villa Costamagna. Max’s protests with Como’s police chief were of no avail,
in any case he did not want to stir things up for fear of putting his
family in jeopardy. Those were still very dangerous times, with the
partisans settling old scores without punishment. In forty-eight
hours the family was ordered to vacate their patrician home - 24
rooms, 4 bathrooms, frescoes at the entrance, food trolley from the
kitchen up to the dining room…Trude witnessed the delivery of
wine and oil jugs, whole wheels of parmesan cheese, carpets, and
so on for the new tenant…
For months the family had to manage the best they could, finding
shelter here and there, until they found a much more modest home.
Now the war was really over, but it took its toll. Gisela had died in
1944.
Max was asked to testify against a Nazi of Bolzano, who had put
his life in danger, but Max declined, saying: “No member of my
family has lost his/her life”. He was not referring to his relatives in
Prague, obviously.
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Excerpts from two letters, which I think are interesting because
they shed light on everyday life of our ancestors and on Moritz’s
love for his “Giserl”. Other letters deal mostly with the theatre and
his stays at spas for his health.

“My most beloved Gisela,
When I saw you leave, I became very sad and depressed, and these
feelings persist. As I had some free time, I drank tea on the Tempelberg, and then I came back to the hotel. I went for a walk in the
woods and rested on the bench where you carved the date and I the
initials M & G. Sadness overcame me again. I ate two eggs but did
not drink, because I was restless and dreaded the night. During the
night I thought about you. In the morning, at six as usual, I went
for a walk and of course I thought only about you, dear Giserl.
When I came back to the hotel I found your room empty and
miserable, and I looked everywhere for my darling. I miss you
everywhere…”
“I am thinking always and only about you, mein Herz, you are
everything to me. You bring so much happiness into my life that I
cannot find a way to repay adequately. I assure you that your love
for me is the noblest thing I possess. Your loving and always
faithful Moritz”
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Weissensulz, 1936
“Mein vielgeliebtes Giserl, my dearly beloved Giserl,

There was a lot of commotion this morning in the house, as is usual
in the countryside during this season: wood was fetched and cut for
fire wood, vegetables, such as celery, potatoes, carrots and beats
were prepared for winter storage. Cabbage was cut and salted to
make sauerkraut. With these preparation one can face winter
without worry. There is never enough meat here, as animals are
butchered only once a week. Since I am here, Pini, my brother’s
wife, was able to get veal only once. But the meat is seasoned well,
which is the most important thing to me.
For lunch yesterday we had barley soup, lamb with roasted
potatoes and the so-called black coffee. In the evening the leftover
soup stretched with potatoes and an egg. Today for lunch we had
rice soup, potatoes, beef stew with carrots. I feel much better on
this light diet.(!!)
My sister-in-law Pini went to the carpenter this evening with a
torch, accompanied by Nanni. Nanni came back and said: ‘Frau is
grod o gonnen und in jeder Locken eingestampft und I hob glocht’
– ‘The Missus went down, wallowed in every puddle and I
laughed…”
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Lazarus Glauber (1805-) and his wife Annette (1802-1878)
Jews were not allowed to
attend local schools but
Lazarus Glauber knew how
to read and write, probably
Yiddish according to his last
will and testament. He sent
his children to school away
from home from the age of
six.
Lazarus’
last
testament
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will

and

Sons Moritz and David

Son Joel with wife Pini
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Moritz with son Max in front of his house in Weissensulz

Moritz, Max and Gisela
Probably one of the last pictures of the family
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